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Twin Filter introduces
improved Magnum
Twin Filter further improves the existing Magnum filter cartridge and develops the
new HF (High Flow) Magnum for > 100 m3/hr.

The manufacturing of the Twin Filter Magnum
(6 ½ inch diameter) pleated absolute cartridges
has undergone a rigorous change.The new Magnum is now fully thermal welded and ensures
safe usage in filtration with high temperature
fluids, acids, diesel, oily water and solvents.
The end cap handle for change outs is further
improved for easy change –outs without use
of special tools.The micronage range is further increased with the 0,5 absolute (99,98%)
micron version.

Furthermore the new High Flow (HF) Magnum
is now introduced for high flows.The standard
Magnum has a positive double 226 O-ring seal
connection and is suitable for capacities up to
25 m3/hr. The new High Flow Magnum has a
3” bayonet connection to achieve flow rates
up to 100 m3/hr and more. The unique design
reduces capital investment costs and is operator
friendly. Both, the Magum and HF Magnum filter
cartridges, are manufactured under high quality standards in our production facilities in the
Netherlands.

Twin Filter prominently presents on exhibitions
Twin Filter participated in a lot of exhibitions this
year: Aqua Gorinchem, Industry and Environment,
and in October the Offshore Energy Exhibition in
Den Helder. Twin Filter was prominently present
with various solutions for the oil and gas industry
in the field of both liquid and gas-phase filtration. A
few exhibitions have already been scheduled for the
coming years, like OTC Houston 2010 and Gastech
2011. Twin Filter also successfully organized a
seminar on Produced Water. Diverse companies,
suppliers and authorities were able to exchange
knowledge and experiences. We’d like to organize
more seminars next year.
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Twin Filter delivers
TwinOmatic Automatic
Self Cleaning Filters
for NieuWater
This month Twin Filter will deliver 5 skids for the
Ultra Pure Water factory of NieuWater. In the
Ultra Pure Water Factory treated water from the
municipal biological wastewater treatment is
upgraded to ultra pure water. The total capacity
of the factory will be 10.000 m3/day and the
ultra pure water will be used to produce steam
to inject in the NAM oilfields in the north of the
Netherlands. The steam will be injected into
the reservoir to make the oil less viscous so it is
easier to produce. The TwinOmatic Automatic Self
Cleaning Filters are installed after the Biological
Active Carbon Filters to protect the Reversed
Osmosis. The screens in the TwinOmatic have a
separation degree of 10 micron.

INTRODUCTION
Goodmorning, afternoon or evening to you,
reading our “Twinfo“!
I have the honor to do the introduction of the
second Twinfo (Twin Filter info) of this year. This is
for the first time in my career with Twin Filter.
Normally my husband, Wijbrand, is the lucky one
to write to you! I am the background force taking
care of the organization and the people in our
organization. This I do with a lot of passion like
Wijbrand his passion is at the commercial side of the
company. For us this is a nice combination. Now we
can give all aspects of the company full attention.
Our company is growing and developing. It is a big
challenge to be a part of this and it gives me the
opportunity to develop myself also. Once in a while
I accompany Wijbrand during a travel. This is very
refreshing and helps me to be more connected with
relations, our products and the market. This Twinfo
you can read about several trips and projects made
and done by our dedicated Twinners. Further on
we have a good product development. The high
flow magnum for instance. This new Magnum is
now fully thermal welded and ensures safe usage
in filtration with high temperature fluids, acids,
diesel, oily water and solvents. We also have our
own improved automatic self cleaning systems, the
TwinOmatic with a flowrange of 10 till 5500 m3/hr.

Twin Filters sportsmanship
As you probably know, playing sports forms a very important part of the Twin
Filter ‘identity’. We’re glad to share our achievements with you!

Dam tot Dam-loop
In September 2009 two business teams (total 20
runners) and one children’s team (4 -16 years)
took part in the famous Dam tot Damloop 2009,
also two bikers did the Dam tot Dam BikingClassic 2009.
Zaanse Schansloop
Twin Filter was main sponsor of the Zaanse
Schansloop that took place in October 2009.

Twin had ten team members that participated in the 10 km run!
Individual achievements
Wijbrand Schouten and Edwin Goezinne not
only took part in the runs mentioned above,
but also participated in the ING Marathon of
Amsterdam.Monique Tiekstra supported Pink
Ribbon, by doing the Leontiens Ride for charity. She also did a lot of cycling marathons. In

I hope you will enjoy reading our Twinfo and if you
miss anything or have suggestions for improvement
of our Twinfo, please let us know. I am very proud
about our company and like to welcome you to visit
us any time! I compare it with a good restaurant,
who shows you the kitchen were the food is being
prepared.
If you visit us, you will be able to feel the passion,
the dedication and the team spirit which runs
through our building.
Best regards and success for the things which are
important to you!
Marianne Schouten

Drinking water system
K5 Oil centre, Malabo (Equatorianal Guinee)
Twin Filter will supply a 4.000 litre/hour
transport the water to the port where it will be
drinking water unit to a K5 Oil centre of a pumped into supply boats.
port facility company that supplies drinkTwin Filter is supplier of the full container incluing water to offshore rigs.

Twin Filter delivers a system that will be built
into a container and will be put close to the new
drilled water well.
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The water is pumped from the well feed to the
system. Once inside the airconditioned container,
the water will be treated by a chlorination system, a multimedia filter with back wash pumps
and an activated carbon filter.
After the treatment, the water will be stored
in a 100m3 storage tank.Then water trucks will

sive all equipment, pumps and storage tank. A
Twin Filter engineer will lead the installation in
Malabo and shall train the local engineers.

Twin Filter keeps the smell
away of Millionaires yachts
After persisting complaints of crew and guests about a bad smell on a luxury ship
Twin Filter designed the solution.

the second week of September, the cycling
race team, Blue Train Bike club (www.bluetrainbikeclub.nl), sponsored by Twin Filter,
has beaten itself by cycling a heavy tour
through 12 Alps and the most prominent
peaks. The route was from Albertville to
Avignon. Altogether they cycled 15.534
meters uphill. Wijbrand Schouten director of Twin Filter was for one day holder
of the yellow jersey. Ton Verwer, technical
service and facility, was part of the technical support crew. Furthermore, Twin Filter
sponsored various sports events and associations, like the Zaanse Schansloop and
the Mountainbike Parcours Oostzaan. Twin
Filter also helps some of its employees by
sponsoring their sports team. To keep the
Twinners fit, Marco our fitness coach guided many Twinners during weekly trainings
at our in house fitness centre.

Our client, a luxury ship-building yard, specializes in customized building and refitting of
exclusive sailing and motor yachts. One of their
projects is the impressive sailing yacht ‘Whisper’. This charter yacht, with a length of 116 ft,
mainly sails in and around The Carribean. After
persisting complaints of crew and guests about
a bad smell, the concluding observation was
that the venting of the black water tank discharged an unbearable stink. The current filters
have a redress life of approximately one month.
Holland Jachtbouw, technically responsible for
the ship, called in the help of Twin Filter. The
main question was: what can you do for us on
the field of smell control? For the maritime recreation area the supply of filters for this kind of
applications is few.

Trainings and
business trips
Twin Filter not only delivers filter equipment, but also offers
trainings for effective use of the equipment. Twin Filter specialists frequently visit various parts of the world to share their
knowledge. We’d like to show you some examples of our work
around the world.

Louisiana (USA): 6 complete filter press packages and a training
Bart Hartog and Eric Wals of Twin Filter gave a one-day training to 15
operators of a major oilfield service company in Louisiana. This because
of the supply of 6 large filter press packages with stackable slurry-cartridge for reduction of footprint during operation of the filter equipment
offshore in the Gulf of Mexico.
Ras Garra (Egypt): Offshore Water Injection System
In cooperation with the Egyptian company Water King, that has been related
to our company for more than 20 years, Twin Filter supplied a seawater lift
pump, a filter package (1 x 100% coarse filter and 2x 100% fine filter) and
2x 100% high pressure injection pumps, air compressors and electric cables

Generally, active coal is used, but this doesn’t
help sufficiently in the fight against smell.
Besides, active coal would spend its force in
humid conditions. Twin Filter willingly took the
challenge to find a solution. The current filter
cartridge has a fixed built-in length. Fortunately
we had the possibility to enlarge the diameter
of the new filter cartridge. Because of this, we
could increase the volume of filter medium with
40%. As filtermedium Twin Filter selected a
special odour control blend. This year Twin Filter
delivered three filter cartridges to St. Barths, an
island in The Carribean. There the prototypes
were built in for a test case. Due to the results
of this project on the sailing yacht, we can now
supply the new application on various other
motor yachts. One example is the existing motor
yacht ‘Life Saga’, which has been rebuilt from hull.

for the Ras Garra project in Egypt. Water King is responsible for the connection of all equipment, all controls and will operate the system for two years.
Bert van Lenthe a Twin Filter project engineer supported Water King with the
installation. End client is Petrobel.
Tunesia: successful training
program
Achilles Smeltink went to Tunesia
to train the operators of one of our
clients. The client had problems to
achieve a maximum flow of the
equipment. After the training they
achieved a higher flow because of a
better control of the filter unit. Twin
Filter considers giving trainings as a
logical spin-off of the core business.
Australia: start up of the
Bluewater Desalination Plant
In our previous Twinfo you could
read about the Desalination plant
in Australia. This month one of our
engineers will visit the plant to start
up the project. We will keep you
posted!
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A lot of new employees at Twin Filter this time! We’d like to introduce our new
team members to you. Despite of the financial crisis, Twin Filter is still growing!

Jacqueline van Huisstede
Jacqueline already knew the company Twin Filter, when she
saw an advertisement on a website. She was looking for a
new technical sales job and decided to write an application
letter. Although she almost started somewhere else, she got
invited for a job interview at Twin Filter and took the job. Her

experiences so far are very positive. Jacqueline: ‘Twin Filter is
a company with passion for filtration and always looks for the
best quality and solutions.’ Jacqueline is a passionate horseback rider and sport diver.

Sander Oostenbrink
Sander is still in college, but works at Twin Filter for one
day a week and every school holiday. He started in January
2009. A friend of his, Boy Visser, told him great stories about
working at Twin Filter. As a consequence, Sander directly
contacted Twin Filter when the company was looking for

a logistics and support assistant. Sander: ‘My job is very
diverse, I have nice colleagues and the company organizes
a lot of activitities.’ Fortunately Sander still has time for his
own hobbies: playing golf, fitness and sailing (only when the
weather is good).

Lisette van Lith

Rene Neuman

Because Martine Wijker went on maternity leave, Lisette van Lith substituted
her. She started in June 2009. Lisette was educated to become a beautician, but
she found out that an administrative job suited her better. Formerly she worked
as a secretary at a company that designs
and creates wall design. When she read
in the advertisement that Twin Filter was
looking for a facility member, she directly
applied. Lisette: ‘When I visited Twin Filter
for the first time, everybody was friendly
and enthusiastic about my new job. So far
I like the job and my colleagues.’

Twin Filter. He started in June this
year after reading an advertisement on the internet. Before
joining Twin he was working as a
project manager for a company
that builds silo’s. But Rene wanted
to get back in the filtration business and took the opportunity to start at Twin. In his spare time
he enjoys running, motorbike cycling, ice skateing, and spending time with his kids. Welcome back in the filtration business!

Rianne Bokking

Nick Kelder

The father of Rianne, the accountant of Twin
Filter saw an advertisement for temporary
holiday workers. He encouraged Rianne to go
for the job. Because Rianne is still at school
to study pedagogic science, she’s working
one day a week at Twin Filter to support the

marketing. Rianne: ‘For so far it’s nice to work
at Twin Filter, a nice ambiance and they have
a lot of activities for instance the Barbeque
in the Summer, unfortunately I couldn’t make
it to the last trip’. Rianne is a fanatic outdoor
and indoor footballplayer.

Boy Visser
Boy is also still studying he was already doing
some jobs at Wijbrand’s house when he asked
for a job at Twin Filter. He called the manager
of logistics and he could start directly. The
next week he was working in the warehouse
of Twin Filter. Boy started at Twin Filter in
2007, and since one year he is working at the

department purchasing and logistics. Boy:
‘My experience is very positive, especially the
enthusiastic colleagues and the ambiance
are very nice. Hard working but also time for
business events, this year for example Dinner
show of Dreams’. Boy is very sportive he plays
tennis, football and is running.

ACTIVITIES

Theresa Stevens-Boyd

Date

Activity

17-18 March

Aqua Nederland

2-6 May

OTC Houston

19-20 August

Sail 2010

1 November

25 Years Twin Filter

Because the oilfield department is still growing, Twin Filter
needed more (wo)manpower. Theresa saw the job advertisement
on the internet and decided to write
an application letter. Theresa:‘I was
ready for a new challenge, and so
far I like my work and colleagues
a lot. That wasn’t always the case
in past jobs.’ Theresa has a lot of
experience in administrative jobs.
She is a very sportive girl who
enjoys bodypump and running.
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Nick, like Sander, is still
in school. He started at
Twin during his summer holiday when Twin
Filter was looking for
some temporary holiday
workers. From that
moment on Nick has
been working at Twin
for one day a week, also
as a logistics and support assistant. He likes
his job and colleagues
very much. Nick: ‘Working at Twin Filter is like a
hobby to me, I like it so
much.’ He also enjoys
running, fitness and
snowboarding.

